REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

March 22, 2019

ADDENDUM #1
RFP# 2019RIDOH002
Syringe Services Access & Drug User Health

NOTICE TO VENDORS:
Attached are questions and answers to the above referenced RFP.

Interested parties should monitor this website on a regular basis for any additional information that
may be posted.

RFP # 2019RIDOH002
“Syringe Services Access and Drug User Health”

Question #1: I am just checking in about the Syringe exchange funding - did the grant list how much is
available? I didn't see it listed but I was not sure if I missed something? Also, if you tell
me how much is available, can you let me know whether that is the same amount that was
available for the previous year's funding?

Answer:

The funding amount is not listed in the RFP as cost is one of the criteria for
the scoring components. Applicants should put forth a cost proposal that
they feel covers the full proposed scope of work in their application. If the
cost proposal for the selected applicant exceeds the funding amount
available, RIDOH will work with that agency during the contract negotiation
period on revising the budget and scope of work to align with available
funding.

Question #2: Can you tell me how much money is available for this?
Answer:

The funding amount is not listed in the RFP as cost is one of the criteria for
the scoring components. Applicants should put forth a cost proposal that
they feel covers the full proposed scope of work in their application. If the
cost proposal for the selected applicant exceeds the funding amount
available, RIDOH will work with that agency during the contract negotiation
period on revising the budget and scope of work to align with available
funding.

Question #3: Is there a RFP award request amount or cap?
Answer:

There is no RFP award request amount or cap.

Question #4: What is the date that the answers will be posted?
Answer:

The answers to the questions for the RFP will be posted by March 22, 2019.

